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 With beautiful, lively hand-lettering and watercolor illustrations, the book pairs inspiring
quotations with supportive prompts and exercises to spark reflection through your drawing,
composing, painting and more. Featuring an activity for each and every day of the year, from
simple tasks like drawing styles and lines, to more mindful exercises like coloring-in, painting
with principal colors, and drawing what you see.365 Days of Art can be an inspiring journal
designed to help readers and budding artists nurture their creativity and explore their feelings
through the medium of art.
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Amazing excellent art book! I want I found this earlier! Both folks so far have loved the
publication and i am thrilled to see how we have been doing next year around this time. I love
the way the author's examples stir my creativeness in a fun, easy going way. This book has thick
pages which enable light watercolor washes and markers. Definitely one of the highest quality
books made. I provided pictures showing examples of prompts. The markers bleed through
making the next page unusable. The only downside is certainly that the materials suggested
bleed through the paper. This reserve assists people like me enter a routine of daily art and
helps provide basic yet beautiful and fun ideas. Absolutely wonderful! :) Lovely. Love this little
publication to stimulate the creative procedure. You doodle and create correct in the reserve
itself. Great reserve, very inspiring! fantastic way to stimulate creativity! Its likely to be hard
sticking with just one page a day lo!! Great for any age!. My hubby however has loved drawing
but believed he was never good enough to look more involved with it. This book is so easy to
follow and full of simple colorful prompts. :] This is a great book with all sorts of ideas to create
This is an excellent book with all sorts of ideas to create, especially for someone like me who
stares at white paper and goes blank. Usually a fun activity to accomplish and with different sorts
of medias. Gleam numbered calendar to tag off with each prompt encouraging daily art. The
paper is high quality, but a micro marker bleeds through and watercolors make the pages curl.
I'm going to try a obvious Gesso to observe if it helps. I like it I like the publication. But
regardless, I'll have a lot of fun, especially when I've little time. I'd give it 5 superstars if the inks
which are suggested didn't bleed through. I really like this book I love this book ! I am unable to
use gel pens, pastel markers, or normal markers. It's ideal for any age range. I have already been
using mainly crayons so far, plus some pen. Can’t wait to try recently bought watercolor brush
pens , calligraphy pens, shaded pencils and graphite pencils. This is an excellent book. I am a
retired florist/floral designer and like working with shades. I’m creative but never drew perfectly.
I thought this was a great opportunity to build up that. I love the variety of things to do and learn
in this book. I purchased a publication for myself and something for my husband. I got 365 Days
of Art as something special and We loved it. great way to stimulate creativity! I showed it to my
buddy and he bought one for his daughter who is 12. So, no matter whether you are in your 30's
or in your teens.. I'll probably try shaded pencil, but they're not my favorite.it's rather a fun little
book. Fun book! What a amazing publication! Many prompts, web pages to fill in, color, or
attract. Pages are sturdy more than enough for markers, watercolor, pencils, acrylic paint.
Uncertain about acrylic inks. Many fun exercises to do not only to understand, but also just to
relax! I purchased one for my sister also and she loves it. Great prompts. The paper is definitely
impossible. I bought it for myself in January and have done 85 webpages by March 10! The paper
balls up with gel pens. They're pretty and anyone on any level can jump in and enjoy! I cannot
imagine water colors operating any better. The paper just absorbed the ink.. It's such a great
creative way to develop in your imagination and art skills. You may use watercolor, markers,
pens or simply whatever you are feeling like using that day time. I purchased one for my child
and enjoyed it so much I purchased one for myself. Fun! I really like how this reserve is so multi-
colored with fun activities. It is very colorful and gives great prompts. I recommend this fun
reserve for all ages and which has a creative mind. Great book Great gift for any fellow artist. I
am by using this book to keep me flowing when my life reaches busy to focus on a project.
Extremely fun activities. Paper is top quality. There are several pages which are a bit equivalent
but its about the practice! Great book with thick and top quality paper webpages. I jump around
the book. Extremely worthy to buy. If the paper was designed for the mediums it would be ideal.
It's hard to learn what to pull or color everyday, but this reserve has exercises already layed out



for you. Poor selection of paper. This is an excellent book. Good artwork/sketching prompts and
it's printed on . I utilized to draw quite a bit when i was a teenager but as i got older and had kids
i have already been neglectful of my hobby so i bought one for myself. Good art/sketching
prompts and it's really imprinted on quality paper so you can use more than simply pencils and
pens to make your drawings. I will be purchasing pastels as well..
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